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FOREWORD 
This collection of essays commemorates the Jife and accomplishments of Chico Mendes, environmentalist, rubber tapper, 
and union leader - on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of his assassination. His struggle for the Brazilian rainforest, 
the rights of forest peoples, and his ultimate assassination because of his efforts drew global attention to the destruction 
of the Amazon and tropical rainforests. Publication of this collection of essays reflects our conviction that the example 
of Chico Mendes, as a leader and as a citizen, continues to set an important model for us today. It also reflects our 
understanding that the old growth forests of the world are central to the ecological integrity of our planet and the 
equilibrium of its climate in the next century and the next millennium. 

The Environmental Defense Fund and the National Wildlife Federation are publishing this volume because our 
organizations worked closely with Chico Mendes. The list of contributors to this volume is one indication of the range 
of people he touched with his ideas. It includes a number of the world's foremost biologists and authorities on tropical 
forests, some of Brazil's preeminent environmentalists and política! leaders, an internationally renowned artist, and - 
of criticai importance - representatives of the people of the Amazon. This list of distinguished contributors is a 
demonstration of how far Chico's star cast its light. 

This publication is also a reaffirmation of perhaps the most important lesson we and our organizations learned from 
Chico Mendes: in collaboration and partnership with the peoples of forest and their representatives lies the hope for a 
sustainable future for the forest. To this end, we are launching, in conjunction with the National Council of Rubber 
Tappers of Brazil, the Chico Mendes Sustainable Forest Carnpaign to promote the creation of new "extractive reserves" - 
forest reserves rnanaged by forest communities, Chico Mendes said, "It is not through funerais thronged by the masses, 
that the Amazon will be saved ... 11 The essays that follow demonstrate Chico Mendes' key insight - that the peoples of the 
forest can protect it and benefit from its real value. 

Fred Krupp, Executive Director 
Environmental Defense Fund 

Mark Van Putten, President 
ational Wildlife Federation 
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Ten Years 
aiter tfze Deatfz of 
Chico Mendes: 
The Amazon in the Next Millennium 

Stephan Schwartzman 
Environmental Defense Fund 

T he Amazon is the greatest of the remaining 
tropical forests in the world, and one of the 
last frontiers of modem industrial develop 

ment on the planet. It contains a forest half the 
size of the United States, a fifth or sixth of ali the 
fresh water in the world1, and about a third of all 
of the plant and animais species on the planet'. 
The great majority of this astonishing wealth 
is in Brazil, which has more total forest cover 
than any other country in the world except 
Russia', More than four-fifths of the Amazon is 
still intact wilderness. 

No other nation in the world has reached the 
end of the 20th century with a natural patrimony 
anything like this, in expanse, diversity, ecologi 
cal richness. But it is being dissipated faster than 
we can concretely imagine - 13,000 acres a day, 
about 8 football fields a minute, over the last 
decade. And these alarrning statistics 
may be far too conservative. 
Recent reports show that the 
official calculations under 
estimate the devastation, 
perhaps by a factor of 
two'. Brazil's frontier is 
expanding aggressively. 

And the frontier - the 
cattle ranches, the gold 
mining, the soy planta 
tions - has pushed beyond 
Brazil's borders. The forests 
of Bolívia, Venezuela, Guyana 
already feel it. Whether 5% or 50% 
or more of the species of this planet 
that pass the turn of this century will still exist 
by the tum of the next has a great <leal to do 
with the fate of this particular forest. 

The fires that consume those eight football fields 
a minute over the last decade are also adding 
quickly to global warrning. There is enough 

carbon in this forest - 90 billion tons5 - to 
surpass a dozen years' worth of world total C02 

emissions were it ali to burn at once. The 
carbon of the Amazon is not the only, or even 
the principal, cause of global warming, 

But whether or not the carbon of the Amazon 
goes up in smoke will profoundly affect the 
terms of our children's adulthood. vVhat is 
happening on the Amazon frontier today is 
very likely more important for the ecology of 
the planet our grandchildren will inherit than 
anything that happens in any other single 
ecosystem, or group of ecosystems, in the 
world. The story of Chico Mendes, perhaps 
the best known Amazonian today, is then, 
worth remernbering. 

Chico Mendes was born in 1944 in Xapurí, Acre 
in the western Brazilian Amazon. His 

father, poor and illiterate, tapped 
rubber trees in the forest for a 

living, in a sharecropping 
like arrangement, and 
ended every year owing 
more to his landlord 
than he made. By sheer 
luck, Chico learned to 
read. As a result, liber 
ais and leftists in the 
Catholic Church recruit 

ed him to begin a com 
munity organizing effort 

arnong the rubber tappers. 

ln the 1970s, Brazil's military 
governrnent built new roads in Acre and 

cattle ranchers sent hired guris to drive the 
rubber tappers out of the forest so they could 
cut it down for pasture. Chico became a leader 
of a spontaneous, non-violent resistance 
movement, who then organized actions called 
empates, or "stalemates'', Rubber tappers would 
band together from their widely scattered 

Photo: The author with Chico Mendes, Nova Esperança rubber 
estate, Xapuri Acre, 1987. Photo by JB. Forbes 
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Chico Mendes at ceremony 
where tie received Ted 
Iurner's Better World Society 
award, Waldor1 Astoria Hotel, 
New York, NY Oct. 1987 

holdings, and march down forest trails, at times 
for days, to converge on the forest clearance 
crews. By force of numbers and persuasion, they 
disarmed gunmen and convinced the ranchers' 
workers to stop the clearing, Often, they 
succeeded in defending their homes and the 
forest from which they lived. Chico was a 
founder of the union movement in Acre in 
the mid-1970s, and was elected to the town 
council of Xapuri. In the late 1970s he helped 
found the leftist Workers Party. 

ln 1985 Chico, with the support of his closest 
and most trusted advisor, anthropologist Mary 
Helena Allegretti, organized the first national 
meeting of rubber tappers in Brasília and 
founded the National Council of Rubber Tappers. 
It was there that I had the privilege of bringing 
to Chico's attention the existence of the interna 
tional environmental movement, and the global 
importance of tropical forests. 

He and the Council (CNS) proposed a new 
idea ~ the extractive reserve. Forest land where 
rubber tappers, or other similar "extractivists'" 
lived should be transformed into reserves, for 
the local communities to manage. The rubber 
tappers and the forest could both benefit. With 
Mary and a small group of advisors, the CNS 
created legal and institutional means for 
establishing these reserves. Chico traveled to 
Washington and Miami at the invitation of 
the Environmental Defense Fund and National 
Wildlife Federation. His mission was to caution 
the lnter-American Development Bank that its 
road project in Acre threatened disaster unless 
it could be reformulated to protect the forest 
and its inhabitants before the road work was 
completed. The Joan was suspended for a time 
and later re-negotiated, with his participation. 
He won two international environmental awards. 
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ln 1988 Chico began what was to be his last 
battle. He led the Xapuri Rural Workers Union 
in an effort to stop cattle rancher Darly Alves 
from deforesting an area the rubber tappers 
wanted to make a reserve. They stopped Darly 
and got the reserve; Chico also got a warrant 
for Darly's arrest for a murder committed in 
another state. He delivered the warrant to the 
federal police in Acre, but they never arrested 
Alves, who publicly and repeatedly swore to kill 
Chico. On December 22nd, Alves' son killed 
Chico in back of his house in Xapuri. 

Chico was someone who, against the evidence 
and weight of a 100 year tradition of ruthless 
exploitation and institutionalized injustice, 
believed in citizenship, in the value and efficacy 
of principled, individual citizens' action, on behalf 
of social justice, workers' rights, and the forest. 
He believed in it strongly enough to die for it. 
His fight was apparently hopelessly unequal. As a 
rancher once told him, "You against us is like a 
mosquito against a lion." 

Since Chico was already known to the inter 
national press through his environmental 
connections, the story of his death went around 
the world. For the first time after some 1,500 
assassinations over land conflicts in the interior 
of Brazil in the 1980s, the perpetrators were 
tried, convicted and jailed. Darly and his son 
walked away from prison in 1993, but Darly was 
recaptured and is serving his sentence. The land 
and forest for which Chico lived and died is now 
the Chico Mendes Extractive Reserve, and it is 
one of 217 covering more than 8 million acres 
that have been declared over the last decade. 

Chico Mendes, rubber tapper, union leader, 
environmentalist and citizen, was a butterfly 
flapping his wings over the forest. He started a 
storm that is still rising over the Amazon and 
may yet reach around the world in unpredictable 
ways. Chico was the vector of changes, profound 
ly rooted in a specific local reality, which for 
that very reason, have global implications. His 
trips to Washington catalyzed the far-reaching 
environmental reform of the IDB, the largest 
international development institution in the 
hemisphere. His assassination, and the attention 
it generated, were important considerations in 
Brazil's decision to host the 1992 Earth Summit 
in Rio de Janeiro, the largest intergovernmental 
environmental meeting ever held. His story 
moved unionists in the Amazon and São Paulo 
to think about the environment, and environ 
mentalists in the US and Europe to think 



NASA Landsat Brazilian Amazon Landcover Map, 
Early 1990s, with lnd igenous Are as and Extractive Reserves 

Green = Forest Red = Deforested Yellow = Regrowing Forest White = Cloud Purple = Cerrado Blue = Water 

Red Outline = lndigenous Areas White Outline = Extractive Reserves Black = l:Jo Data 

(From Prof. David Skole, Michigan State University, TRFIC) 

about human rights. His colleagues in Acre, 
co-organizer of the empates Marina Silva, and 
Jorge Viana, his former advisor, are today Senator 
and Covernor-elect of the state respectively. 

destroying the forest. Chico, and the rubber 
tappers of Acre showed that to the contrary the 
people of the forest were central to the solution. 
Chico helped to show us that any long term 
prospect for the sustainability of the Amazon - 
and other forests - depends on designing 
effective means for the people in the forest to 
benefit from the ecosystem services the forest 
provides for everyone - preservation of biological 
diversity, soil and watershed conservation, water 
cycling, stabilization of regional and global 
climate. This is what Chico Mendes' key proposal 
- the extractive reserves - seeks to do. Those 
that have been created have secured the forest 
peoples' land rights and they have helped to 

Chico, if he were watching now, would likely 
find it most important that leaders identified 
with him, and his ideas, are winning elections 
in the Amazon where none would have thought 
it possible. Many people in the Amazon now 
share his belief that the key to a better future lies 
in the forest, not in its ashes. 

Before Chico Mendes, environmentalists mostly 
saw the people of the Amazon only as a problem 
- as the slash and burn farmers who were 
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forestall deforestation, to buy time for sustain 
ability. But many more, with much better 
opportunities for their inhabitants, are needed. 

Nothing remotely suggested that Chico Mendes, 
born in the time and place he was, could come 
to accomplish even a fraction of what he did. 
The rancher who, with ali certainty, told Chico 
he was a mosquito fighting a lion will be forever 
forgotten to history, Chico will not. 

But hornage and memory are not enough. 
There is no fitting memorial for a person of 
Chico Mendes' stature but principled action. 
There is no lack of the injustice, environmental 
destruction, waste and ignorance against which 
Chico struggled. If he, who began with so little, 
against such great odds, could doso much, 
how can any of us despair or decline to act? 

Notes 
1 Amazonia wilhou/ myths. Commission on Development and 
Erwironment !or Amazonia. lnter~American Development Bank, Uni1ed 
Nalions Developmenl Program, Amazon Cooperation Treaty. Washinglori 
D.C; Wor/d Resources 1998-99-A Guide to lhe Glooal Environmental 
The World Resources lnstitute. The United Nalions Development 
Programme, The World Bank. Oxlord University Press, Oxtord. 

2 Wilson, E.O. 1992. The Owersily oi Li/e Norton, New York, NY Global 
Biodiversily. 1992. World Conservation Monitoring Center. Chapman 
acd Hall, London. D. Nepstad and P Moutinho. 1996. "The role oi 
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TheWoodsHoleResearch CenterandThe lnslituteforEnvironmental 
Research in lhe Amazon. Brasília; Amazonia wi/hou/ my/hs.1992, 
Comission on Development and Enviro11ment lor Amazonia. lnter 
American Development Bank, Uni!ed Na!ions Oevelopmenl Program, 
Amazon Cooperation Pact. Washington D.C. 
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4 Cochrane, M.A. and M.D. Schulze. ln press. Fires as a recurrent event 
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5 Feamside, P. 1997. Monitoring needs !o transform Amazonian fores! 
main!enance into a global-warming mitigalion oplion. Mitigation and 
Adaptation Strategies lor Global Change, 2 (2-3): 285-302. 

6 "Extrac!ivism·, thetransla!ion ofthe Portuguese "extrativismo", isused 
here!osignifylorestextractionactivitiessuchascollectingnativerubber 
la!ex,Brazil nuls,palmnuts,andoil,orlishing,whicharesustainable 
Thatis, theyarein principleindelinitelyrenewable. Mining, logging, 
andcommercialhuntinglorexamplealsoinvo!veresourceextraction, 
buttherubberlappersusetheterm'extractivism"onlytoreferto 
sustainaolee~raction,andthisispartolthelegaldetinrtionolthe 
extractivereS€rve.Mostrubbertappercommuni!ieshuntforsubsistence, 
and historicallyhavedonesooverlong periodswithoutdeplelinggame 
populations. There is currently debale wilhin lhe CNS abcut whether or 
no!toallow"sustainedyield' logginginextractivereserves 

7Therearetwo legal instrumentsforthecrea!ionofex1ractivereserves 
the"extractiveselllementprojecr dalinglrom1987andunderlhe 
authorityolthe National lnstitutelor Colonizalionand Agrarian Relorm 
(INCRA); and lhe 'extractive reserve', dating Iram 1989 and under lhe 
authority oi lhe Brazilian lnstitute tor Environment (IBAMA). Eleven 
reserves have besn crealed by IBAMA since 1990. INCRA has created 
ten "extractivesettlement" projects. lhe National Centerlorthe 
Sustainaole Development oi Traditional Populalions (CNPT) exists 
wilhin IBAMA to support and develop lhe reserves. 
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An Initiative of·Great Social 
.~- ' 

and Environmental Import-ance 
Paulo Noqueira Neto 
Professor Emeritus, Uniuersiiu of São Pauto 

he extractive reserve concept, pioneered by 
Chico Mendes and Mary Helena Allegretti, 

~-"".'wãvpewTod very creative idea for 
proi'~çting~tli'é Ama:ion forest and at the sarne 
time re;olvírrg a serious social problem. ln the 
1980s, confliê'ts between catt1e ranchers who 
wanted to cut down the forest to create pasture, 
and thé populations who live from the forests 
~n'd collect their products, became acute. The 
empates (rubbêr tappers' direct actions against 
deforestation) that non-violently halted the clear 
cutting won the support of public opinion. The 
courageous leadership of Chico Mendes and 
the persistence of his cornpanions of the forest 
constituted a new and unique initiative in the 
panorama of environmental movements. 

. .•... .... 

support of the Brazilian Environmental fnstitute 
(IBAMA) and the Ministry of the Environment;" 
sought the creation and irnplementation of. 
the Nova Esperança Extractive Reserve at the 
highest leveis of government. 

It is a work in progress, But the seeds plahted 
by Chico Mendes and Mary 111egr.etíJ;asso·c'Jã- 
tions of rubber tappers, atjd th9se\,vl:Ío, iQ'.tbe' 
forests, in government and in environmental 
organizations, seek to make a better world - 
with great biodiversity and without poverty ~ 
continue to grow 

It was however necessary'to create and 
"' implefnent a definitive, institutional solution 

to thé problem. The empates were victories 
of the.greatest importance, but it was then 
necessary to definitively occupy the terrain. ln 
t9is context, Mary Allegretti and the National 
Gõ\lncil õf Rubber Tappers proposed a new .;, ,:,., 

~tegoi;y of~tologically protected area, the 
. .• ,i:; • 

Eic-tractive Reserves. l was pleased to support the 
irütiativ.e. I had, asPresident of the Special 
s·ecretatiat for the ~pvironment (SEMA), already 
created the new categories of protected artas · 
"Ecological Stations" and "Environmentally 
Protected'áreas". The extractive reserves we~ 

• b 

a brilliarít idea ín the context of the other 
coliservatío; ~~"its, since they explieilly made 
tlle'jieoi)I~i of the forest'the guardians of the 

. ~xtrer:nely valu~ble e~olo~ical -p~n~~~"'ot: 
· the,ar~asth~y 1.,r;igab1t,. with the~Fe'rro 
n:on-'goy'érnmentàl õrganizations and the 
Eritir9n.me11tàl Minístry. 
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Chico Mendes 
Ten Years Before 

Mary Helena Allegretti 
Center for Sustainable Development, University of Brasilia 

O n December 22 1998, ten years will have 
passed since the assassination of Chico 
Mendes. He made history in many 

important ways. His assassins were tried and 
jailed, unlike the murderers of thousands of 
other rural leaders and organizers before him. 
The struggle of the rubber tappers became 
known around the world. Extractive Reserves 
were created, resolving land conflicts and 
preventing deforestation in various parts of 
the Amazon, and resources were allocated to 
sustainable development. 

The idea that irnproving the well-being 
of local populations should go 
with environmental protection 
has become unanimous. And 
principies that Chico 
defended as alternatives 
for the Amazon - 
adequately valuing 
the forest and the 
knowledge of its peoples 
- are inscribed in inter 
national agreernents such 
as the Convention on 
Biological Diversity. 

All of these victories occurred after 
Chico's assassination, but they were 
constructed.at least ten years before. It was 
the attention that international scientists and 
media had already given these initiatives that 
caused the repercussions of his deathjp Brazil. 

lt is only possible to understand the Chico 
Mendes phenomenon, in my opinion, by 
exarnining three facets of Brazil's reality that 
gave rise to his particular social identity - 
as a person seeking redress for injustices 
committed against his people; as a union 
leader defending rights to possession of land 
threatened by deforestation; and as a legitimate 

international defender of the interests of local 
Amazonian populations. 

FROM SLAVERY TO NON-VIOLENT 
RES1STANCE1 AGAINST DEFORESTATION 
The impoverished northeastern Brazilians who 
rnigrated across the continent to the Amazon at 
the end of the last century and during World 
War II to work on the rubber estates irnagined 
that, within a few years, they would make their 
fortunes and retum to their home states. They 
instead became prisoners to what they carne to 

call "captivity" - the permanent 
indebtedness that resulted from 

the exchange of rubber for 
manufactured goods, in 
the oppressive "cornpany 
store" system of the 
rubber estales. 

ln the 1960s, the 
landowners abandoned 
the rubber estales of the 
Acre river valley because 

rubber prices collapsed. 
Seerningly "free", the rubber 

tappers began to sell to the 
highest bidder. Chico lived through 

this process in his youth and adolescence 
and developed an acute sense of outrage against 
injustice, especially injustice against the 
defenseless, as were the rubber tappers. But 
the first years of the 1970's dispelled this 
dream of liberty. The rubber estales were sold 
to ranchers from southem Brazil, with the 
rubber tappers still living on them, and the 
conflicts began, 

ln 1973, the National Confederation of 
Agricultura! Workers2 (Contag) began union 
organizing in Acre and established new rules: the 
"free" rubber tappers were classified as posseiros 



(occupants without land title}', with rights to 
indemnification for the improvements they 
had made to their holdings, when the estates 
were sold. The second phase of the conflicts 
was characterized by legal agreements, and 
some rubber tappers left the forest for the city 
with a little money. 

The union leaders, Wilson Pinheiro (assassinated 
in 1980) and Chico Mendes, soon saw the 
dilemma: the rubber tappers who received 
compensation for their holdings could not survive 
in the urban slums. Worse, with forest clearing, 
they permanently lost their source of income, 
the stands of rubber and Brazil nut trees. They 
decided to resist and defined a strategy: to stop 
forest clearing and continue living in the forest. 

ln 1976, the rubber tappers tested the new tactics 
for the first time - in the county of Brasileia, 
they carried out the first "empate against defor 
estation", bringing together about 100 workers 
and throwing out the peons hired by the rancher. 
Nine years !ater, in 1985, following the first 
National Meeting of Rubber Tappers and the 
creation of the National Council of Rubber 
Tappers (CNS) in Brasília, this history of struggle 
became known outside of the state. The proposal 
for extractive reserves represented a new means 
of resolving conflicts over land and natural 
resources protection. 

THE RUBBER TAPPERS 
AND Tff'E FOREST 
ln spite of having very clear ideas about 
questions that, years !ater, carne to be seen as 
"environmental", Chico had had no contact 
before 1985 with any environmental movement. 
His vision of the forest, like that of ali of the 
rubber táppers, had been formed in a daily life 
of relying on forest extraction for survival. 
This was specialized knowledge they inherited 
from their fathers and grandíathers: 

You haoe to see the rubber tappers! ... 
they haue a !ove for the rubber tree, 
the Brazil nut tree, since ... that is 
what they and their families survived 
from for the last century ... For them, 
to stop detorestation is to deiend the 
rubber tree and the Brazil nut tree. 
They also consider that the only 
source of wealth of the state, in spite 
of all the destruction, is still rubber 
and Brazil nuts ... When they go out 
to stop deiorestation, really they are 
defending the life of the rubber tree 
and lhe Brazil nut tree, uihich for them 
is everything. 

This is how Chico spoke about the relationship 
of the rubber tappers to the forest when I first 
interviewed him in April of 1981. What moved 
him to the defense of the forest was the rubber 

The truth is that 
Chico Mendes was"'' 
the first phenomenou 
of a certain tgpe of 
glohalization: à 
simple ruhher tappe.r; 
he came to he 
recognized ... hy thê 
world hecause qf 
his ideas ahout the 

Tapping native rubber - Chico 
Mendes Extractive Reserve, Xapuri, 
Acre. Each day during the lapping 
season, the tapper scores each tree 
once Latex flows from the groove. 
Photo by Barbara Bramble 



tappers' loss of their subsistence base, and the 
loss of resources for the state. The defense of 
the posseiros (untitled occupants) he saw as a 
question of land rights they had historically 
conquered. 

" ... the previous governments sai d that 
Acre had abundant, cheap land ... but 
they didn 't say that there uere uiorkers 
on it, who lived on that land, and that it 
was they who actually had conquered 
that land for Brazil. 4 

"It was the north-eastemers, lhe rubber 
tappers, who, from one day to the next, 
became soldiers to take, to conouer 
this land, which belonçed to the 
Bolivians. For this reason they consider 
themselves the oumers of the land, 
because their ancestors fought for it." 

" ... sometimes they would go to the 
courts ... in the mearuohile, the forest 
uent on being cleared anyway. So there 
was no advantage at all to this for the 
toorkers, because they were losing 
ground every day. So they thouçht 
about it in another way. Not in terms of 
wanting to be agitators, as they are 
frequently accused of beinç, of agitating 
and of being manipulated, never. But as 
being the only way ou! for them, to 
defend their rights, their very survival 
as far as they were concemed ... Many 

"Union leader. defender of life. They 
killed Chico Mendes" painted on a 
wall in Acre state capital, Rio Branco. 
Photo by Barbara Bramble 
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workers, incredibly 
enouçh, don't realize 
that ... in this way they 
are supporting Brazil's 
national security." 

When they mobilized a 
demonstration and tried to 
stop the rubber and Brazil 
nut trees from being cut 
down, the rubber tappers 
were reacting against the 
breaking of a peculiar tie 
between a tree and the 
collector of its product, 
created and developed in 
the immensity and silent 
isolation of the forest, 
respect for and terror of 
which had been transmitted 
from one generation to 
another for one hundred years. 

CHICO MENDES IN THE LOCAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA 
Starting with the National Meeting in October, 
1985, Chico Mendes' life changed radically, 
because of the alliance he constructed with the 
international environmental rnovement, and 
English documentarian Adrian Cowell's decision 
to film his activities in Xapuri. 

ln an interview in the newspaper O Rio Branco5 

in June of 1987, he affirmed that he wanted to 
distance himself from party politics, because he 
had found in the National Council of Rubber 
Tappers a base of support for the defense of the 
living and working conditions of the peoples of 
the forest (Indians and rubber tappers): 

"J believe that lhe rubber tappers have 
advanced much farther with the issue of 
the extractive reserves, and this has had 
an impact in Brazil and abroad. f can 
affirm that what the unions haue not 
dane in 12 uears, the National Council 
of Rubber Tappers has achieved in less 
than two." (O Rio Branco, 13.06.87:13) 

But Chico received the greatest support for his 
ideas from international journalists and scientists. 
The first article on the rubber tappers' movement 
and the extractive reserves proposal was in the 
January/March 1986 edition of the !UCN6 Bulletin. 
The second appeared in the May issue of the 
Economist Development Report. On November 
18th, an article by Erik Eckholm in the New 



York Times mentioned extractive reserves as 
a new mode of reconciling social and conserva 
tion objectives. 
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ln 1987, some 25 articles were published in 
widely circulated periodicals around the world, 
half of which cited Chico Mendes as the leader 
of a movement in defense of the forest. Also 
that year one of the films in the Decade o( 
Destruction series, about Chico, was released 
and seen across the US and Europe. ln 1988, 
various journalists went to Xapuri and published 
stories on the threats to the rubber tappers, the 
destruction of forests of Acre and Rondonia 
states and interviews with Chico. ln the last of 
these, in the Boston Clobe, he stated: 

"The Banks' need a serious 
enoironmenta! policy and it appears 
that they are moving in that direction. 
But people like me need mtemational 
support just to stay ative." 

The truth is that Chico Mendes was the first 
phenomenon of a certain type of globalization: 
a simple rubber tapper, he carne to be recognized 
by environmental and political leaders and 
development officials of the planet because of 
his ideas about the Amazon. His assassination 
took his own country by surprise. Might things 
have turned out differently, had he received 

more attention from the Brazilian press? We can 
only speculate. But this signals the importance 
of an independent press in the consolidation of a 
democracy. How many Chico Mendeses are 
there, struggling for just causes in Brazil today, 
without anyone taking the trouble to know? 

About lhe Author: 
Mary Helena Allegretti, 
anthropologist, former 
President of lhe lnstitute 
for Amazon Studies and 
Secretary of Planning of 
the state of Amapá 

Notes 
1 lhe rubber tappers' non-violent demonstrations against deforestation 
were known as empates (literally, "stalemates") (see Schwartzman. this 
volume.) 

2 Part of lhe official, government-sponsored union system. 

3 Under Brazil's 1964 Land Statute. occupants of land without title 
(posseiros) had specified rights: they could not be summarily evicted, 
had rights to receive compensation for any irnprovernents they had 
made and after five years residence had lhe right to receive land title, in 
a homestead-like provision intended to encourage small scale farming. 

4 Acre was annexed to Brazil in 1903 following lhe rising led by 
Placido de Castro, in which Brazilian rubber tappers seized lhe territory 
from Bolivian forces. 

5 A local paper in Acre state capital, Rio Branco. 

6 lhe lnternational Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources, a large international umbrella group 

7 The World Bank and lnter-American Development Bank (108) Chico 
went twice to lhe US in 1987 to debate the IDB's road project in Acre 
and the banks' environmental policy ln 1988 he senta letter to the 
World Bank about a planned project in Rondonia state, arguing that 
lhe project would only repeat previous failures if the local organizations 
were not consulted. 
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The ldeas of Chico Mendes 
anâ the National Council 
of Rubber Tappers 

Atanagildo de Deus Matos 
National Council of Rubber Tappers 

We the rubber tappers of Amazonia 
continue the struggle that Chico 
Mendes started. His ideas, formulated 

in Xapuri, Acre, today belong to ali of the extrac 
tivist' populations of Amazonia. The struggle 
started by the rubber tappers is today also the 
struggle of the women who gather babaçu 
palm-nuts, of Brazil nut gatherers, and many 
others. Today the National Council of Rubber 
Tappers is in practice the National Council of 
the Extractivist Populations of the Amazon. 

We continue the struggle of Wilson Pinheiro, 
Chico Mendes, Arnaldo Ferreira and many other 
companions who have fallen, assassinated by 
those who think that by killing an individual 
one kills an idea. We know that others will fali, 
but we have absolute certainty that many others 
will take their places. 

Rubber tapper and union leaders 
Julio Barbosa (in profile) and 
Raimundo de Barros (arms up), ai 
Chico Mendes' funeral, December 25, 
1988, Xapuri, Acre.. ln 1996, Julio 
Barbosa was elected mayor of Xapuri. 
Photo by Adrian Cowell 

For us the objectives of the struggle are 
simple - we fight for rights to the land, to 
work, for health and education for our children, 
and to keep our forests standing, since we 
depend on them to live. 

This is why it is so difficult for us to understand 
why those who have political and economic 
power, who can and should offer solutions, 
instead pass their time in rneetings and abstract 
discussions. As intemational assistance for envi 
ronmental projects in the Amazon has increased, 
the destruction of the forest has also increased 
and the peoples of the Amazon have become 
poorer. 

It has not been easy to spread Chico's ideas - 
to make people aware that in the Amazon, man 
and nature are one, that there is no real chance 
to maintain the enormous Amazon forest except 
with the peoples that are its traditional inhabi 
tants. To think that the Amazon forest can be 
conserved with parks, sanctuaries, forest guards 
and helicopters is simply to be unacquainted 
with our reality, or often worse: to be acquainted 
with it, without understanding it. 

Worse still, there are also dramatic inconsisten 
cies between national public policies and the 
policies of the Multilateral Agencies', which 
are not only ideological but result in laws, 
investments, works, projects, which in 
our understanding are contradictory and cancel 
one another out. 

Today the GT, the World Bank, the European 
Comrnunity, the Inter American Development 
Bank, KfW', and other agencies have consider 
able investments in projects for the protection of 
the Amazon forest, some of which have involved 
forest peoples. At the sarne time our govemment 
has opened the doors to international market 
competition without any sort of protection for 
the products on which we rely to remain in the 
forest and defend it. 

Extractive products such as native rubber that 
we collect in the forest cannot compete in the 
international market with cultivated Asian 
plantation rubber. But our government has 



-. 
Tapping native rubber. Acre. Rubber tappers first 
score the trees along their paths in the íorest, then 
return to collect the latex. Photo by Adrian Cowell 

allowed unlimited rubber imports to increase 
the competitiveness of the multinational tire 
oligopoly in Brazil: Pirelli, Firestone, Good Year, 
and Michelin. ln other words, the poor in the 
middle of the Amazon who are struggling to 
survive and to maintain their forest standing, are 
supposed to compete in the global marketplace 
in order to improve the position of multinational 
tire companies. 

This means in practice that Amazon rubber 
production has never been lower, and the 
standard of living of the rubber tappers has 
never been worse. 

lt is difficult to understand why we, arnong the 
poorest of the poor, are left at the mercy of the 
global marketplace, when at the sarne time 
the agricultura! populations of the developed 
countries are protected. How are we to explain 
to our companions that while Japan subsidizes 
its rice, and Portugal protects its olive oi!, in 
Brazil, we must demonstrate to the national 
and international technocracy that Amazonian 
extractivism is economically viable on the open 
market and that we have the capacity, coming 
from a primitive economy, to compete in the 
international market? 

Some specialists claim that we are only looking 
for handouts. Perhaps our proposals are too 
simple to be understood by the Professors in 
Brasília, Washington, Brussels and Bonn. 

We cal! for a direct subsidy for Amazon native 
rubber. With what the National Highway 
Department spends in a year on the upkeep of 
100 miles of road in the Amazon, we can support 
ali the rubber tappers in the Amazon, and bring 
back those who were forced to migrate to Bolívia. 

We cal! for Ecological Land Reform - to 
transform 10% of the Amazon into Extractive 
Reserves by the year 2002. This will allow us 
to defend 50 million hectares of forest, secure 
the land rights and improve the living conditions 
of tens of thousands of families. 

The costs of this would be trivial if we were to 
put it in the context of even 5% of Brazil's 
international debt. 

The truth is that the biggest projects and invest 
ments work against the continued presence of 
extractivist populations in the Amazon. On one 
hand, there are infrastructure investments that 
only accelerate deforestation, and on the other 
the people are driven out of the forest, since they 
Jack the minimal conditions to remain there. We 

understand by minimal conditions an economic 
activity that brings thern $100 a month, and that 
they have access to health care and education. 

Out of due regard for the truth we should allow 
that when the rubber tappers mobilized in 
March 1997 and put these sarne points to the 
President, he heard us and ordered action to 
solve the problems. But nothing happened, just 
as when the President announced the creation 
of new extractive reserves, and fifth or sixth 
levei bureaucrats paralyzed their creation. 
There is an institutionalized environmental 
anarchy in the Federal Government, which 
always works against the interests of the 
extractivist workers of the Amazon. 

Faced with these contradictions, perhaps the 
best summary of the situation are the words 
of a friend of mine who lives on a rubber estate 
in Xapuri in the interior of Acre: 

"Nothing's so easy that it can't get harder." 

Notes 

1 [Editor's Note] The National Council of Rubber Tappers uses the 
term "extractivisl" (extrativista) lo reler to people and communities 
thal typically make a living from small scale subsistence agriculture. 
hunting, collecting, and make fheir income from gafhering forest 
products, such as rubber or Brazil nuts, whose extraction is 
environ-mentally sustainable over time. 

2 [Editor's Note] The World Bank, lnter-American Development Bank 
are public multilateral development institutions made up of member 
countries. The World Bank in particular has had various projects in 
the Amazon, with a total investment oi about $900 million since 1992. 

3 [Editor's Note] The Group of Seven industrialized nations, which in 
the Houston Summil of 1990 resolved to fund a pilo! program for 
conservation of lhe Amazon to be administered by lhe Wortd Bank 
and the European Commission. Since 1992, severa! oi the G7 nations 
have committed $250 million to lhe Pilo! Program lor Conservation 
of Brazilian Tropical Forest. 

4 !Editor's Note] Kredit fur Wiederaufbau, or KfW is lhe German 
governmenl agency for inlernalional lechnical cooperation. 

To think tftat the '.Amazon 
/;'''"!Jt,, 

forest can 6e conserve,I. 
with parks, sànctuµrie.s, 

NJI/,' .•• 

forest guards and 
' helicopters is simply 

to he unacqua_inted 
with our reality, or 
o~en worse: to he 
acquainted with. it, 
without understan4ing it. 

movement i n lhe 
Amazon state of Pará; 
President of the 
National Council of 
Rubber Iappers 
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Rubber lappers garden includes 
diverse plants and crops, 
Madeira River, Amazonas staíe. 
Photo by Stephan Schwartzman 

Dlverslty, 
Destruction, or 

Extraction 
Sir Ghillean Prance 

Royal Botanic Cardens, Ketu 

S ince humans first arrived in the Amazon 
rainforest some ten thousand years ago 
they have faced the dilemma of how to cope 

with and how to use the tremendous biological 
diversity that surrounded them. Forest which 
can contain up to 300 species of trees per 
hectare and numerous other species of herbs, 
shrubs, lianas, epiphytes as well as a multitude 
of insects and other animais is not easy to use 
or to understand. 

The early indigenous settlers, through severa! 
thousand years of experience, adapted to this 
diversity through a great amount of experimen 
tation and triai and error. Studies of Quantative 
ethnobotany arnongst various tribal peoples of 
Amazonia have shown the enormous extent to 
which they use the plant species in the forest 
for such things as construction of houses, crafts, 
foods, medicines, fish poisons and weapons. 
ln some surveys it has been shown that these 

12 

peoples have a use for every species of tree 
growing on a sample hectare, for example, 
for the Ka'apor and the Tembe lndians studied 
by William Balée. Studies of soil samples and 
archaeology show that many sites now covered 
by dense pristine rainforest were formerly 
occupied by lndians. A surprising amount of 
what we would call virgin forest in Amazonia 
has actually been disturbed by humans at one 
stage or another. ln spite of this, the arnazing 
biological diversity of the region has rernained, 
and in fact human disturbance has probably 
contributed to the maintenance of diversity. 
ln other words humans and a diversity of 
biological organisms can live together in 
relative harmony when the appropriate system 
is used. 

ln marked contrast to the adaptation to diversity 
worked out by indigenous peoples, more recent 
settlers and irnmigrants to Amazonia from the 
industrialised western society seem to have been 
unable to cope with the biodiversity they have 
found in the region, Their methodology has been 
to clear the forest or any other natural ecosys 
tem and replace it with a much simpler, species 
poor alternative such as cattle pasture, a single 
timber species or a food crop. There are many 
reasons why this has generally not worked well 
and modem society has left behind a chapter of 
disastrous failures in Amazonia such as 
Fordlândia, the rubber project of Henry Ford 
that was a fiasco, or the Jari forestry project of 
Daniel Ludwig in which he lost hundreds of 
millions of dollars. Much of the soil of Amazonia 
is inappropriate for conventional agriculture and 
monocultures are particularly prone to attack by 
insect, pest or disease. 

,,. 

These more recent developments soon began 
to invade the territories of both indigenous 
peoples and the caboclo rubber tappers and to 
destroy the forests upon which their livelihood 



depended. These people 
seemed helpless in light of 
the power and resources of 
the new wave of colonisers. 
The battle between the 
conflicting interests of 
the original focal peoples 
and the large scale ranchers 
has been well chronicled 
elsewhere and so details are 
not necessary here. 

One of the most exciting 
responses to this conflict has 
been the move to establish 
extractive reserves where 
local people may use the forest 
but not clear cut it. Why this 
movement is so important is 
that it was initially the idea of the local peoples 
and not something that was imposed upon them 
by some government authority or development 
project. The local rubber tappers and Brazil nut 
gatherers demanded the right to keep areas of 
the forest from which they gained their living 
and thereby maintain much of the biological 
diversity. 

One of the leaders of this movement was 
Franciso (Chico) Alves Mendes Filho who 
was gunned down so tragically exactly ten 
years ago. Chico is the best known of the 
many rubber tappers that lost their lives in this 
conflict. There is no doubt that Chico Mendes' 
death helped the cause of extractive reserves to 
gain momentum and in addition to the one 
which bears his name severa! others have been 

established in the States of Acre, Amazonas, 
Amapá and Rondônia. This has slowed down 
the onslaught of deforestation, especially in 
Chico's native state of Acre. 

Extractive reserves are not a panacea that will 
save ali the Amazon rainforest, and the families 
that live in them still eke out a meagre existence, 
but they have made a diff erence and have 
successfully challenged those that would cut 
down all the forest. Chico Mendes certainly 
did not die in vain. The challenge for the future 
is to develop more extraction products from 
the forest to use more of its diversity as do 
the Indians. This would make the extractive 
reserves a much more economically viable 
solution for the conservation of diversity and 
the sustainable use of the forest. 

Many Amazonian 
lndians maintain 
traditional culturas 
Photo by Stephan 
Schwartzman 

Amazon lndians depend on 
the forests and rívers. Panar~ 
lndians, Mato Grasso state, 
Chico understood the common 
interests of lndians and rubber 
tappers and helped form an 
Alliance oi the Peoples oi the 
Forest. Photo by Stephan 
Schwartzman 

About the Author: 
Sir Ghillean Prance, 
botanist, director of lhe 
Royal Botanical Gardens, 
Kew, United Kingdom 
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Ten 
Years 

'Witlio.ut 
~,:..: 

Ricatdu.ém. 
Aut!ior o,nâ'foµmallst 

I n June of 1987, after retmningHorn the 
United S~tes1 wherehe had.gone to 
pressure'the inter,American Developmenr 

Bank (IDB) to halt 'Joans for enyirontnentally 
destructive developmeht.prÕjeds in Ihe 
Amazon, Chico Mendes was calledtc Brasília 
by General Bayma Denys, the po~erful Minist;r 
of the Mílitary Cahinet of the Presidency, The 
twd knew one another from afar, Tne general 
knéw ali about Ghic6's forrner activities as a 
milítant of the clandestine Communist party 
and as a rural unionist interested in environ 
mentalism. Chico khew that hé knew. And 
he knew about the General is role ehl'ring the 
rriílitary clictatorship and his inflÚence over 
the intelligence agêncies, 

Many union Ieaders would.have refusêd the 
irn1itatiõn, but Chi~o di<ln'(hesitate .. 
Upbeknownst to ilie press ....2 this Is the, first 
tiro~ tl1is story;has beell told -' the meeting ;, 
ttmk place in Brã~ilfa in June of 1987At lasted 
an hour and was very cordiar'. êhico was 

. !}):º ~ . . . .. ·Y - :): .. \- 

favoq1bly,surpdsed an'µ, P're§lln;iabjy,. so w~s 
tp{Çénefa], Denys OJ?the-4 the .c9Twersation 
'by reêoguizing tha Histoi.ic cõntrlhui:ion. the 

' iº_ #., . .;tt·. ._:.:_ 11,·. '. 

rubg'~(. tapp~rs of Acre hi~ made to the defense 
of Brazil's Amazon bord.ers. And hê' as:kect .how ,, 
.the govemment could nelpthft~ationa1,CouncH 
ef Rubber Iappers, which Cfüco had ~rganized, 
Chico didrrt .say"'yes and .he rtiârft say no. He 

ctücô K4endes ·on ih.e BR 36"4 
Highway. Toe lofér-;Arnertbah 
OevElopmeill Blmk financed tl)e 
paving ~ Gbíco's !rip to 
Will!hington and MfiifTlí halred 
lhe funds until th~.pr<ljeê\ 
was cnangéd to protect forest 
peoples' !ands lirsl."Photo by 
Adtián Govvel{ 

avoided eommitting himself. He preached 
sustainable development and the creatíon ôf 
the Extractive Res•erves. Apd he sai d gocdbye, 
promising to send the General proposals. 

•• It was a parf ect eh arade. ln fact, Denys knew 
that Chico was engagJd ln bjockinil intejnational 
loansto<Brazil. Anã the union.leader knew that 
hís steps, in Acre as well.as in Washington were 
being watched, For just thís reasoruhe thought 
they should nfüet and ta!k. · , 

Jh:caJlthís meeting,ten:years }ater, to.highl~t 
., otre gf Chico ~endes' p_ersqnªlity t{aíts'that 
impresied-me: his intuítion. ti~e many other 
'p9gulat leaders in the t\mazon, Chico could havs :s 
parkedin an obscura Lattn''t\oi~ríêíi~ Mafxistn, 
c9nsumeclby the dass'Struggle againsf the 
latifuiídia anq,ievtJutíonary/d~!jriui.n.'But:füs 
inNifion pxojêcte"<lihim forward. Withõ'uréêaslryg 
'tq h~ wnat he wa~1 h~'J)erceive<l thát irr a-éoµntry 
Üke Bràz.iL;''revoll}tionary'\would be to link,rurii( '' 

. <' . •· ·.· .' . ,/!'! ."'· " < •/'' 
UIÜOfiISffi With envíronJUeOtálism,,éltaststill ··. ~Yi'., 
to,q~~ nÔt -entír,7ly undirstood by-0the1 r~ral . 
unionists c- tbóse in Brazil's Landless Workets' 
Movement, for éxamp1e. . . 

~ ; 

Without)eing iâtirnidated, he·accepted 
unforeseen partnerships, absfübed new concepts, 
broadened his vision of the world and establíshed 
irmevative alliances with urban ünionists, with · 
rniddle class envítonmentalists ..,... esen with , 
for,eign ~gringos", who.se ínflusnce.on public · 
opiniori he immediaJely understood. He actively 
manípulated images and discourse. He was 'hever 
Jhe passive objéct of othet$' interests, To the 
centrary, .he pursued,,persistently, his own 

)1: 



ChicoJeceivíng the Better Wórld Soclety envfrtinmJJntal awarct, 
NéW York. -1987 

No.t that the environmental scenario in Brasil 
inspires optimism« Far-from it. Hostage'to an 
endless eeônomic crisis, prísqne(,of enorrnous 
dfficíts, u.nµayabJe debts .an'êi stratosphéfic 
i:qfer.est rátes.1 t'he·Braiil\~l!. ~tate is increasíngiy 
losing Its "_gov'ernah!Jity'f, its capacit.y. to,,govern. 
Bconomic poliçies requite a\,lsterity, privatizatiôn 
of s~\t,; ~9terp;i:i~:ê5Z'co~tainment of ~pendíng 
~cfbuôge~éul~· iecesiort. an~,,.unemplôyment 
grow<and .tesourceS" for so9al investments 

" •·drmi~ish, tven Je?.s. is Jeft over for~deÍense of 
the envfrpnJhent,,, 

Chico pursued, 
persistently, his own 
obiectives and succeeded 

~ 
i,i,profecting his 

objectives an<l succeeded in p.rojelting'füs 
~ - ' . . ' ' /i ~ ·, struggle,Jhe socio-envircnmentâl drama of 
Acre, ínto the center of'Brazilian concems, 

,,. '·' ;'''i': ' 

under the, lens of world-puoJic ·çpinion.. 

Sorne ana!Ysts clairned, after his <lêath, that 
he had suppressed His. "red" eom-mitmen~ 
by emphasis on ''green''distourse, If this , 
.crilicism werattue, Chico would 'riever.have 
been rnurdered. 

,, li< 

. She gr,~tness ofthis trâgie death, bom of 
back\vardness arid nurtured by the-latifúndia' 

~ .·· .li ,- ·:,: ' -,.-, ' " 

reveale,d a whole pew p.olitical agenda lo the« 
Brasilians: Am'azoni·a, environmentâJism,tons.er 
vation, sustain:bte" d~velopment ànd'.biodivê'rsity. 
:S: ' .- .,,. "/'- ,,':, .'jl; 

It imm.ose.d a concem w~h the eqviroI:1men{in 
,theplannínj ofdevélopment..Ites.tablishe'll, , 
:.'i. .- . ' ' . ,4, ' ~ ' ' ' '' . ' ' ,,_; 
where i.t had not eJdsted,hefore, environmenta] 
/authority. It mobilized 'publíc opinion'for the e 
defense 'b[Jropical forests. It brought resourcés 
and multiplied capacitíes, 

ln 1990, there were 18 people who were 
capable oí dealing'with-the managêmerit of 
rnoist tropical forests in Brazi], The lárgest 
tropical forêst counb:y'in th.f wo;ld was about 
tq, ent@r the.Zlst eentury as .â forest i1literafe. 
M.ost-of the Amaton.belqpged to fóreig11 
universities.Arrd vital Brazilian,institutions, 
such as the National Institute for Ama:zçin ··· 
Researçhttht.Coeldi J\.1useum or the Âgrari9n 
Re:starc}1,Centet of tlje H~mld 1topici~êr{ - 1';;. 

rêduced fo penury. if'his picture tia~changed. 
.The"''number ;rBr~zifürn reseãrc)m~)p ttopical 
ecology has g:rawn'greatty. the profife 9ftge 
Amazonian non:govemmentaL ô~aníz,itíons, 
h~,~lso ch/tnge4, beto:n:üng in'Créasingly. more . 
technical\yánd scré1ttffcàllisõund. And forest~r 

,• Jorge-Nianà, cncean aôvis~r ofGqiqi;s{w1s:jij 
Gçtobe:r· ~kcted .Covern&r'oí the state âfAére ~ 
by a:,landslitle1 ·· ,, · ,, 

' ' ' 

environmental drama 
"of Alre, into the cenier 

About the Author: 
,.Ricar.do Afnt. author and 
jourriahst, wlnnet oi lhe 
prestigiuus Mâf ia Moàrs 
Cabot a\ijatd, 

1.5. 
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Human 
Face 
Thomas E.,.Lpyg.joy 
Smithsonian Institution 

Nor did the impact 
stop there. Chico 
Mendes not only 
personified the 
problem, but he 
also :epresented 
what in rnany 
senses is the 
solution, because 
of his advocacj 
for what today we 

The telephone rang that Decernber morning, 
lt was Kathy Phelps, the ardent Venezuelan 
conservationist, calling from New York: "I 

am so sorry about your friend," she said. The 
death-of Chico Mendes was one of those events 
so powerful that one rernembers exactly where 
one was at the moment of receiving the news, 

have come to know as 
extractive reserves. The eon 
crpt arose quite naturally out 
of the lives of the seringueiros 
(the rubber tappers) wbo knew 
how to make a living frorn the 
forest without destroying it. 

A lot of people leamed about Chico Mendes 
that holiday morning because Marlise 
Simons and her editors recognized the 
event for the historie moment it was, s 
that lhe story ran on the front page of the 
New York Times - a long way. from Acre, 
And while in one sense it transformed him 
from the practical, mgaged citizen he was 
into something bordering on án icon, thís 
event had an impact'beyond that of many. a 
well known martyr's death, For it put .a human 
face on what to many had previously beeà but a 
distant and abstract subject, 'ÀS a-topic, tropical 
deforestation changed in that woment frorn 
something pereeived-largely as an 
environmental issue.to something 
that inveleed ectual flesli and 
blood people. It became 
forever an êxample of the 
challenge of reconciling 
human activities and 
the environment. 

Chico, daughter Elenira and son Sandino, 1988. 
Photo by Miranda Smith 



This is a very particular way of making the point 
that extractive reserves, while simple in concept, 
are complex in execution and we still have a lot to 
learn to make them fulfill their promise. 

The designation of larger areas of forest land 
for this purpose and creating a new type of 
conservation unit almost certainly would have 
come to pass through his activities in any event, 
but without question carne faster because of his 
untimely end. 

The death of 
Chico Mendes 
was one of thosé 
events so powerful 
that one re,nembm 
exactly where .: .one . 
was at tlie mometlt 
of receiving 
the news. · 

ln the meantime, however, the Amazon scene 
has not stood still. Millions more have come to 
the region in the last decade; deforestation has 
continued reaching unprecedented rates in 1995; 
and of course the juncture of land use and El 
Nifío produced unprecedented fires last year. 
"Conservation corridors'" have ernerged as a 
possible alternative, but they run at right angles 
across "development corridors"3• ln many senses 
environment and development are as far from 
integrated as ever, yet within the larger matrix 

there are promising elements such as 
the extractive reserves. 

Today there are nine extractive reserves in the 
Brazilian Amazon and two in other threatened 
ecosystems', but the story has scarcely begun, 
It is one thing to designate some forest for such 
a purpose, it is another to make it work in a 
world where markets for wild rubber rnay turn 
unfavorable, where satellite dishes can tempt 
younger generations to leave the forest for false 
glitter and promise elsewhere, or where ternpting 
offers might be made for resources 
within a reserve by unscrupulous 
interests. So what has been 
going on is literally learn- 
ing by doing, 

One logical step, of course, 
is to create more extrac- 
tive reserves. ln addition, 
however, it is criticai 
to extend the kind of 
thinking that lies 
behind the extractive 
reserve concept to the 
Amazon as a whole. 
This is not a proposal 

to turn the entire basin 
into a extractive reserve 

in the legal sense or even the 
narrow conceptual sense. Rather 

it represents a need for a basin-wide 
approach to integrating environment and devel 
opment into a sustainable existence for those 
who live there, and that in turn depends on an 
overall matrix of forest and woody vegetation, 
with a range of usse of the landscape from 
intensive use to strict protection. Only then will 
the legacy of Chico Mendes be truly fulfilled. 

Three years ago l had 
the good fortune to 
accompany Amapa 
Governor João Alberto 
Capiberibe ("Capi") 
on a visit to the Cajari 
Extractive Reserve up a 
tributary of the Jari 
River. lt was of course an 
episode of extraordinary 
moment to have a visit from the 
governor and he lingered over his 
inspection of their progress in the last year. Their 
main economic activity was harvesting Brazil 
nuts and we ended up - just about everybody 
in the building for processing the nuts. Capi told 
the group how impressed he was with their 
progress and congratulated them warmly, The 
state government would buy some of their output 
for school lunches in the city of Macapa. But he 
said, the lesson of Amazon development was that 
it was a mistake to depend on a single product, so 
he had talked with the Jari Corporation about 
providing them with seedlings of fruit and 
valuable hardwood trees to provide them an 
additional source of income. 

Notes 
1 ln addition to the 11 "extractive reserves' created by the Brazilian 
lnstitute for Environment (IBAMA), there are 1 O "extractive settlement 
projects' created by the National lnstitute for Colonization and Agrarian 
Reform (INCRA) IBAMA has been more aclive in the areas it created than 
has INCRA 

2 "Conservation corridors' are contiguous groups of different kinds of 
protected areas proposed by the Brazilian Government and the World 
Bank. li is hoped that by planning such groups of areas together, the 
conservation of animal and plant species, and effective protection of the 
forest can be maximized 

Also, said Capi, we have to provide education. To 
the older generation he said don't think of this as 
overwhelming, you will just be leaming to put on 
paper what you say verbally. That way you will be 
able to negotiate for yourselves. Don't worry, he 
said, we will find a way to time schooling so as 
not to interfere with the season of harvest. And, 
said Capi, as for your children we will teach them 
more, but don't be afraid: this is so they will be 
able to do even more for you and the community. 

About the Author: 
Thomas E. Lovejoy, 
biologist, Assistant 
Secretary of lhe 
Smithsonian lnstitution; 
awarded the Brazilian 
government's highest 
international decoration, 
the Order of Rio Branco 

3 Oevelopment, ar export, corridors are the government's attempt to 
direct development by construction of large scale infrastructure works in 
zones held to be economically attractive. 
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TheS d _ ee _ 
of thef orest 

Germinates 
in the Cities 

Jaime lerner 
Governar of lhe Sta te of Paraná o March 22, 1989, as Mayor of the city of 

Curitiba, in Paraná state, I inaugurated 
the Chico Mendes Memorial, the first 

public space dedicated to the memory of the 
rubber tapper leader, only three months after 
his murder. 

Chico's funeral drew a 
throng of rubber tappers and 
activists from across Brazi 1. 
Dec. 25, 1988, Xapuri, Acre. 
Photo by Adrian Cowel 1 

The Memorial is located in the Gutierrez 
Woods, an area that had been used by the local 
community for many years, for drinking water 
from the natural springs there. This area is 
36 thousand square meters, with almost 20 
thousand covered by native araucária forest. 
Our memorial in honor of Chico Mendes 
reproduced a rubber tapper's homestead, similar 

to those in the interior of the Amazonian forest, 
in the center of the city of Curitiba. Its architec 
ture expresses much of what I think about the 
environment. 

ln the entryway, a wall was built with six spigots, 
from which flow water straight from the spring, 
ln this way we increased people's access to the 
springs, and reinforced the idea that the best 
way to protect a natural resource may be to use 
it. ln the center we constructed a house and a 
school, similar in design and material to those 
in the forest. There are trails from these, like 
the paths that the rubber tappers use to collect 
natural rubber latex. 



is increasingly valuable for 
the planet. ln this regard, we 
need to conquer a position of 
greater respect and autonomy 
in the globalized world. 

The example of Chico Mendes 
was etched in the memory of 
our society as the most 
eminent Brazilian to defend 
balance between the use of 
natural resources and the 
well-being of human popula 
tions. The extractive reserves 
proposal that he elaborated 
had a positive effect in 
preventing migration to 
Amazonian cities. This is 
also the axis of development 
that directs my actions as 
Governar of Paraná: to main 
tain agricultura! populations 
where they are, and to extend 
social benefits to them and 

ensure their quality of life. This is one reason 
why we can affirm that Chico Mendes planted 
roots in the forest that bore fruit in the cities. 

Chico Mendes with NWF lnternational Program Director Barbara Bramble, in the Nova 
Esperança rubber estate, Xapuri, Acre. 1987 Photo by Stephan Schwartzman 

One of these paths, covered with planks made 
from wooden lighting poles formerly used in 
the city, leads to the Memorial. A white marble 
plaque is set into an old retaining wall. On it are 
sculptured passages of the letter that Chico 
Mendes sent to the judge in Xapuri 54 days before 
being assassinated, calling attention to the death 
threats that he was receiving, This plaque is 
permanently washed by the abundant water that 
springs from the woods and symbolizes the hope 
that the national shame that surrounded the 
episode of the murder of the rubber tapper leader 
can be washed away. 

To multiply the example of Chico Mendes - so 
that the seed he planted in the forest grows in 
our cities. This was the purpose of the Memorial: 
to show that people can conserve nature by using 
it, an idea that I have always defended, which was 
consecrated by the Rio Earth Summit, some 
years !ater. 

Ten years later, the world has changed. 
Environmental consequences are increasingly 
entwined in the country's economic problems, 
leading in most cases to irreversible damages, 
But it is in this interdependence between 
economy and environment that the positive 
perspectives for the future reside. 

' 
Brazil needs to incorporate the principie of 
sustainability into its development model. We 
need not continue to live with high social deficits 
if we have at our disposal a natural capital that 

What the city of Curitiba did, on March 22, 1989, 
far from the forest where he lived, transcended 
the simplicity of the memorial in keeping alight 
the principie that Chico Mendes embraced in 
life, and that in death will forever symbolize him: 
harmony between people and nature. 

The example of 
Chico Mend.es was 
etched in the memory 
of our society as 
the most emi~eh.t 
Brazilian to defend 
balance hetween 
the use of 
natural resources 
and the well-theing 
of human populatióhs. 

About the Author: 
Jaime Lerner, architect, 
Governar of the State oi 
Paraná, Brazi 1 

Photo by Adrian Cowell 19 



Landsat pathfinder - 07 /1692. 
Xikrin do Cateté and Kayapo 
lndigenous Areas, and gold 
boom town Tucumã, Pará state. 
Demarcation of lndian lands halts 
the cattle ranching frontier. 

Light blue = deforestation 
Red = dense fores! 
Dark blue = rocky outcrops, tropical savanna 
(Cattle ranches are rectangular cleared areas Within the lndigenous Areas, forest 
cover continues intact, in spite oi selective logging and gold mining. The three 
ranches in lhe Xikrin area were seized by the lndians and clearing stopped.) 

"My dream is to see this 
entire forest conserved 
because we know that it can 
guarantee the future of all 
the people who live i:n it ... If 
a messenger from the sky 
carne down and guaranteed 
me that my death would 
strengthen our struggle, it 
wõuld even be worth it. 
But experience teaches the 
contrary. It is not with big 
funerais and public declara~ 
tions that the Amazon will 
be saved. I want to live." 

- Chico Mendes, 
Decemher 9, 1988 

(puhlíshed posthumously, 
Jornal do Brasil) 



The Best 
ot,.Whàt 
WeAre 
I t has been ten years since Chico Mendes, one of the great people 

who lived on this planet, was 
rnurdered in the back of his home 
a few days before Christmas. Ien 
years since the world as a whole 
lost thís simple man, of a culture 
indigênous to the western 
hemisphere, who was trying to 
awaken the planet to the need of 
preservíng the rainforests of the 
earth, especially the Iorests of the 
Brazilian Amazon. For the world 
we lost one more person to a 
violent act due to inhumanity, 
lumger for power and most 
importantly greed, How many 
times has this scenario played 
itselfout throughout history? How 
many stories true or dramatized have 
documented this either through the 
written word, music, dance or cinema? We 
have seen it in any one of the countless art forms 
that we humans have created in order to help 
us understand ourselves better. With ali that we 
have learned throughout our history, we contin 
ue to step in the sarne slime over and over again. 

And with the passing of Chico we did it again, 
We have learned one more thing about ourselves: 
that we don't hold true to our beliefs for very 
long, because here we are ten years later having 
forgotten not only the man and his words of 
caution, but the planet's future once again, 

Chico Mendes represented ali of us, young and 
old, rich or poor, Christian or Jew, educated or 
not, ali those who have lived, are alive or will live. 
He represented the best of what we are and he 
did it with dignity and honor. He did it for our 
ancestors, and for our future generations and 
most'importantly he did it for us. What have we 
done for him, for his family and culture? What 
legacy have we left on behalf of his existence? 

How have we said thank you to one of us that 
cared enough to give everything to the cause, 
la missiôn, the mission? 

About the Author: 
Edward James Olmos, 
award winning actor; 
currently United States 
Goodwi 11 Ambassador to 
UNICEF; played rubber 
tapper leader Wilson 
Pinheiro in the movie 
The Burning Season 
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TEN YEARS IN THE ÃMAZON 

I n the last ten years, the Amazon has changed in important ways. The consciousness, behavior 
and commitment to defense of the forest, once restricted to the semi-utopian movement of the 
rubber tappers, the indigenous communities and the NGOs has become part of the thinking and 

the desires of ordinary people who live in the Amazon. 

ln the recent electoral campaign in Acre we did an opinion poli arnong the poor and very poor. 
When asked what kind of development people wanted for the state, 75% said that they wanted 
development without destruction of the forest. Ten years ago, people wanted roads, ranches, 
progress, anything that looked like São Paulo or Rio Janeiro - anything but the forest. 

Peoples' altitudes have changed and this has translated into política! action. There is a Governor 
Capiberibe1 in Amapá, a mayor of the capital of Pará state2, a candidate even in Amazonas state 
who won a surprisingly large votei, all of whom are identified with the new thinking, ln Acre, 
where this struggle began, we have the Governor, two senators and thus the possibility of putting 
our policies into practice. 

We also have put environment, and the development of the Amazon without destruction, on the 
federal government agenda and in national public opinion. The government's discourse on these 
issues is part of our political capital. This is not just to the credit of the movement in Brazil, but 
also to the struggle of environrnentalists around the world. 

These new altitudes and behavior reflect new ways of doing things in the Amazon. There are now 
organized communities atternpting to create sustainable resource rnanagement. There are new 
concepts, such as agroforestry, management of lakes, projects aimed at agro-industry, perennial 
crops adapted to the region. These many fragmented experiments are another kind of capital, 
which we can transform into public policy for the Amazon. 



CHICO MENDES 

AND THE ROOTS OF CHANGE 
Chico Mendes made an enormous contribution 
to these changes, politically, ideologically and 
conceptually. Chico became a symbol - a 
reference point for these ideas in ali of Brazil 
and particularly in the Amazon. 

But there are two underlying processes that form 
the context of Chico's work. One is that when 
the extractive economy, based for decades in 
rudimentary extraction of rubber and Brazil 
nuts, fell into decay and collapsed in the 1960's, 
it was replaced by a plan for the Amazon that 
the military government represented as the 
redemption of the region, People thought the 
Amazon would become another São Paulo. But 
large cattle projects, timber and mining failed to 
offer solutions to the problems that most people 
were living. A small minority benefited, but the 
benefits were not even invested in the region, 
since they had their fortunes in the center-south 
of the country. Whereas the extractive economy 
had incorporated the whole labor force of the 
Amazon, the new phase was much less labor 
intensive. People began to see that in practice, 
the natural resource base that had sustained 
them was being destroyed and at the sarne time 
they continued on the margins of history. 

The other factor is the ernergence of socio 
environmental proposals - and most important 
ly the idea that it is possible to do resource-based 
sustainable development, that the forest is our 
goose that laid the golden egg, that it can be 
used rationally for the benefit of the population. 
The people who live there know that the forest 
is a mystery. Everyone who lives in the Amazon 
thinks that the forest is something fabulous, 

a box of miraculous secrets that could explode 
at any moment. People feel this, so when 
someone else says that it is so, they believe 
that something great can come from the forest 
that can benefit everyone without having to 
destroy it. 

The reality of the Amazon is still harsh. The 
rubber tappers, indigenous peoples and the 
extractivist population continue to lead a 
precarious existence, without services, without 
decent incomes to support their families. The 
difference between now and when Chico was 
alive is that then, many of these groups were 
not even sure they would have a place to live in 
the forest. Now they do. 

INTO THE 21ST CENTURY 
The next ten years will depend on the capital - 
political, social, cultural and economic - that 
we have accumulated and are building now. 
The global crisis through which we are living 
affects everything, But I am optimistic about 
the prospects for the idea of development, 
growth, and human potential with respect for 

in the Amazo11 
thinks tftat the 
forest is somelhing 
f ahulous, a h.ox of 

$;1 ;~ 

miraculous secrets 
that could êxpiode 
at any moment. 

Rubber tapper and union 
leader Luis Targino with 
bali of smoked rubber. 
Rubber latex was poured 
over a pole rotated by 
hand, above a smoky tire 
to cure the rubber. New 
processing techniques 
avoid lhe laborious, 
unhealthy process. 
Photo by Barbara Bramble 
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Rubber tapper union 
meeting, Novo Aripuanã, 
Amazonas state. 
Community organization 
is central to creating 
extractive reserves. 
Photo by Stephan 
Schwartzman. 

Rubber tappers in 
Chico Mendes Extractive 
Reserve prepare manioc 
roots to make staple 
food, manioc flour. 
Most rubber tappers 
plant gardens; planting 
is permitted in extractive 
reserves lar fami ly 
consumption. 

the environment and for nature. These ideas 
no longer belong only to scientists or to a 
minority - they have become part of the 
concerns of a broader public. I think that Jorge 
Viana, Governor-elect of Acre, Capiberibe, the 
Governor of Amapa and other forces that will 
emerge in other Amazon states, can do exactly 
what needs to be done so that those who are 
betting on soybeans, timber extraction or the 
gold rush will begin to grasp that they are going 
against the current of history. 

because they combine preserva 
tion with management by 
traditional populations. But 
the extractive reserves are also 
our greatest challenge. The 
extractive reserve, beyond 
being a Iaboratory, is a point 
of reference. It is a place where 
ali of us who helped Chico and 
believe in these ideas, have an 
obligation to show that an 
area of preservation can be 
compatible with resource 
management by a traditional 
population. The reserves 
have established their first 
benchmark, which was their 
demarcation. Today we face 

the challenge of making the reserves a model for 
other kinds of productive activities that can 
demonstrate environmental protection, produce 
a reasonable incarne for extractivists, and help 
them preserve their cultural heritage, 

GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS 

People who support sustainable development 
know that it is not a challenge for any single 
nation. It is a challenge for humanity and so 
must be shared among us. 

ExTRACTIVE RESERVES 

I think that the extractive reserves will have a 
privileged place in the future of the Amazon, 

The idea of partnership is a necessary part of 
thinking about the future of the Amazon. We 
cannot fix the past. The developed countries 
did not have the understanding that we now 



have while they were 
developing. But today 
we have learned that 
their way is not the 
right way. So developed 
and developing countries 
have to be partners in 
creating a new path. 
The natural capital that 
humanity still has is in 
a sense in our hands, 
but those who have 
accumulated economic 
capital can also help 
build a new path. 

Partnerships also created 
an international climate 
of opinion that put environmental issues, the 
Amazon, Chico Mendes, and ali of the questions 
on which we work, on the agenda. 

Partnership in terms of technical cooperation, 
and support, which is still incipient in relation 
to the challenges we face, is also important. 
International partnerships need to be made 
stronger, and even put on a more just basis. 

REMEMBERING CHICO 

I remember when I used to walk with Chico 
through ranches and areas of scrub regrowth. 
There were ali kinds of noxious weeds and it 
was very uncomfortable. There were briars and 
thorn bushes and burrs that would stick to us, 
and we would go through these things and com- 

plain about it. Then we would get into 
the virgin forest, and Chico with that big fat 
stomach of his would say, "Boy! When I come 
in here it's like taking a bath!" This is 
something that everybody feels, when you go 
through that scrub and see ali that confusion, 
it is as though some kind of plague created 
ali those noxious weeds, where there once 
was gallery forest, there were various species 
of hardwoods, different kinds of game animals, 
and birds. 

A memory that I have of Chico, that other 
people do too, is of him moving through 
the forest and at the sarne time being very 
connected with various other people across 
the whole world. It's as if he carried with 
him the concern of the other people who also 
concerned themselves with the forest. 

Notes 
1 [Editor's Note] João Alberto Capiberibe, of lhe Brazilian Socialist Party 
(PSB), was elected governar of Amapa state in 1994 and reelected in 
1998. He ran, and has governed, on lhe basis of a program emphasizing 
sustainable development, environmental protection, and social equity. 

2 [Edilor's Note] Edmilson, the mayor of Belem, of the Workers' Party (PT) 

3 [Editor's Notei Marcos Barros, lhe Workers' Party (PT) candidate 
for Senator in conservative Amazonas state won a far larger vote than 
expecled. 

that it is lfO! a. 
challenge for atty 
single nation. lt 
is a challenge for 
humanity ândso 
must be shared 
among us. 

About the Author: 
Marina Silva, rubber 
tapper, co-founder of 
the union movement 
in Acre with Chico 
Mendes, Goldman 
Environmental 
Award winner; 
Senator from Acre 
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of 
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Daniel C~ NeP_stqd and~<j,~?JFe M. Woodwell 
Woods Hole Resf!o.Ych Center 

Deforestation in 
Rondonia state. 
Photo by NASA 
Goddard Space 
Flight Center 

The acrid smoke of smoldering 
rainforest hung in lhe early 
morninq air as we climbed into 
the rickety single-prop plane in lhe 
southeastem comer of the world's 
largest tropical Iorest. Within min 
utes we were airbome, crisscrossing 
lhe landscape and sampling lhe veg 
etation below with our eyes. Four 
hours and 500 miles !ater, we 
retumed to the airstrip, sweating 
and stunned. Half of the forest we 
viewed from above had been 
scorched by fire in recent months. 
ln this tiny comer of Amazõnia, at 
least three thousand square miles of 
fores! were singed by fires that had 
escaped from cattle pastures and 
agricultura! fields ... 

- September 22, 1998 

Headquarters of the Xapuri Rural Workers Union - 
Chico with his fami ly. Photo by Stephan Schwartzman 

,\ 

A mazonia is the world's last great trbpical 
forest frontier. Tragically, people in 
search of sustenance and wealth are 

transforrning the riches of this vast ecosystem 
into sickly cattle pasture, ephemeral crop fields, 

. and ash, destroying indigenous cultures as they 
push deeper into the heart of the region. There 
is nothing new or surprising about this reckless, 
wasteful, violent occupation of this rainforest. 
It is the highly predictable pattern by which 
modem humans have occupied the great 
forest frontiers of the world, from the eastern 
deciduous forests of North America, to the 
rainforests of western Aírica, to the Atlantic 
Coastal forest of Brazil. 

But the stakes are higher in Amazonia than 
in the world's previous spasms of forest 
destruction. They are higher because of the 
sheer magnitude of the ecosystem and the 
forces that are consuming it. Ten Costa Ricas 
of Amazon forest have already been replaced 
by cattle pastures and scrub forests. Each year, 
a forest area the size of Massachusetts is clear 
cut and burned in Amazonia, releasing 5% of 
the world population's emissions of carbon 
to the atmosphere, and greatly reducing the 
amount of water vapor released through 
evaporation that feeds the region's rain clouds. 
The destruction of this forest may be large 
enough to change the climate of the Amazon 
and of the world. 



And yet, our own studies have recently 
discovered that satellite-based estimates of 
deforestation are detecting only about half of 
the forest area that is impoverished each year. 
For every hectare of forest that is clear-cut, 
loggers and fire severely degrade an additional 
hectare of standing forest, beyond the 
view of current deforestation 
monitoring prograrns. 
And when EI Nifio 
releases its fury upon 
the world's climatic 
system, parching the 
rainforests of 
Amazonia, the 
stakes grow still 
higher, 

The Amazon chapter of the human assault on 
the world's forests is distinctive for another 
important reason. While the destruction is 
pursued in the name of economic development, 
the effect is biotic, and economic, irnpoverish 
ment. There is time and ample knowledge, 

experience - and reason - to deflect 
such a self-destructive path. 

ln one perspective there is 
a race between the 
expanding influence 
of loggers, ranchers 
and other miners sf 
the landscape and 
its forest wealth, and 

the ernergence of a 
government competent 

to defend society's broader 
i nterests i n preserving a land 

scape that functions in support of ali. 

As we commemorate the 
tenth anniversary of Chico 
Mendes' assassination, more than ten 
percent of Amazonia's remaining rainforests 
are precariously dry. Half a million square 
kilometers of Amazonian forests, normally too 
wet to bum and containing trees that have seen 
1000-2000 years of such an environment, are 
suddenly, as a result of human activities, vulner 
able to fire. 

It is a race between the frenzied greed so 
common at the frontier and the ernergence 
of an Amazonian citizenry that understands the 
full magnitude of the region's environmental and 
social problems and that is willing to act jointly 
in advancing solutions. 

National lnstitute of Space Research, Brazil (INPE) 
1990-1996 Annual Average Rate 

Deforestation slowed in late 1980's, but surge d in the 1990's 
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Average Number of Fires Per Day in Brazilian Amazon: NOAA 12 Satellite 
June-October, 1996, 1997 and 1998 
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About the Authors: 
Daniel e. Nepstad, 
biologist, Associate 
Scientist, Woods Hole 
Research Center: 
founder of the Amazon 
Environmental Research 
lnstitute (IPAM) in Brazil 

George M. Woodwell, 
ecologist. founder and 
director of lhe Woods Hole 
Research Center; member 
ot the National Academy 
of Sciences 
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lt is a race to prevent human history from repeat 
ing itself endlessly. There is still time to replace 
the reckless exploitation of forest resources with 
a development model that allows agricultura! 
intensification within a contained frontier, 
and which gives the region's traditional forest 
residents the rights and the means to continue 
their forest-based livelihoods. 

ment. He marked the emergence of an Amazonian 
citizenry that is devoted to the task of changing 
history, by standing up to the region's prevalent 
economic and political forces in defense of an 
Amazonia that is forested and habitable and 
enduring. His insight was local, but it was 
accurate. And, although he did not know it, the 
lesson he tried to teach his fellow citizens applied 
to the world. 

Chico Mendes was willing to invest his life in a 
vision of Amazonia that deviates sharply from 
history. His vision, synthesized in the extractive 
reserve, embraced the traditional residents of 
Amazonia - indigenous tribes, rubber tappers, 
caboclos', ribeirinhos' - that occupy half of 
the region's forests and have used them for 
centuries. Given the rights and the means to 
remain in their forests, as 
the extractive reserve proposes, these 
people are the social capital that is 
necessary to defend the highly vulnera 
ble rainforests of Amazonia from the 
final destruction wreaked by loggers 
and ranchers. His vision embraced 
the ecological vocation of Amazonia 
as a forested ecosystem that supports 
life abundantly, and that can support 
human life indefinitely through 
management and utilization systems 
that are adapted to the local biota, and 
that respect the limited capacity of the 
forest to endure stress and impoverish- 

Is the world going to hear it? Or hearing, heed? 

Notes 
1 Caboclos are the descendants of original indigenous populations of 
lhe Amazon who have become acculturated to lhe regional society. 

2 Ribeirinhos are the lishing communities that live by the riversides 

Smoke cloud from burning íorest, Rondonia staíe. Photo by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 



2.8 million square miles (7.3 million square kilometers) 

1.9 million square miles (70% of lhe basin) (5 million square kilometers) 
1.5 million square miles (4 million square kilometers) 

3.3 million square miles (8.5 million square kilometers) 

157 million 
17.5 million (11 % oi total) 
60% 
1.4 

6.2 mfllion cubic feet per second 
0.6 million cubic leet per second 

2000 

2,700 
380,000 square miles (20% oi lhe Amazon; twice lhe size of California) 
121,000 square miles (6% of the Amazon) 
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the Brazilian Amazon 
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stepS,,!J,J'.l'â we are optimistiv.a&"out~tbe.fuJure ... 
f.U~d-emandi,nft that ffu;, governm~nf e;pro_priate more 
a.rea.~ .. ~ witfi füg concentrations ~ofnl~&er and'BrazU 
nqiftre~s. v.rearric:h uút/i.valua&le ha.rdwood~, areas 
threcttl{ne1~it~ b'~púng ... We 6elieve ifü nDt:'enough 
to cslat,e.;i(few ísQ[qted extrdC-ti.veJeserves surrounded . ..-, ._. _,. 

§y''pa:StUre,.-The!gq,yernmefit Pia~ to e,xpmprtate man:y 
mole.:afeas wher~ ru&'&er tqpper« Uve..ancf where there 

.~areJe~jli,ts qy,er /anel/' 

T.he En{ifopmenÜ] ÓeftW:se/Fun.s.l LEDE'; and National 
WjJd.life F.edJ?ation (NWFJ }vór} in partnership witJ,1 
19s~~ a~d n:a~ona»citi,zens: organizetiops aro~pd" the 
wj'rld to defend'en~ar1gtred forests and the yghts of 

:~fotestpeoQlé.:5., 

Julene Freitas ~ProgramAssociate - . - .... .,O".:,.·.?: 
Envirppm~nt-~1 D,ef ense, Fund 
5655 College,)\vé~ Stei-304 
Qaklal)~,'CA 9.!618 
'Fel: 5101658-s;oús 
Fax:.,510/658-0630 
e.rp~íl:~ jfrei tasfwedf,,org 

,To makea ilirect dona:fióh to continuing the worlcof . ~ , ,. ,., ~., A' Chito Mendes in the Amazon, giv~ to: The Chico ;,: · 
Mendes Fund at tgé Natjona] Wildlife Federation", ; ~ ,J 
For mfüé'jnformatíOjl about our organizatiorrs, contact; 
·'1~atimral Wilalife;Federation 
~l4PÓ)-6th St. N.W. 
Washington D.C, 20036 
w,W.nwf .. org NATIONAL 

WILDLIFE 
'FEDERAT!ON• 

Envirdnmental Defense Fund 
Capital Office 
1-875 Connecricut Ave. ·N.W. 

iW;shingfün D.C. 20009 
www-edf.org 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
DEFENSE FUND 

*Make checks PUJ!'áble to the Nationol Wildlife Federation; please 
indicate ''(rj memora of Chico Mendes" in the memo tine. 


